The distribution of large T antigen in simian virus 40 nucleoprotein complexes.
Simian virus 40 large T antigen binds to two types of nucleoprotein complexes from lytically infected cells: those containing replicating virus DNA (100S complexes) and those containing nonreplicating virus DNA (70S complexes). Analysis by agarose gel electrophoresis showed that replicating DNA was found exclusively in 100S complexes, although these complexes also contained large amounts of form I and form II DNA. In contrast, no replicating DNA was found in 70S complexes, and pulse-labeled DNA in these complexes migrated as form I and form II DNA that presumably had recently completed replication. Immunoprecipitation and gel electrophoresis showed that large T antigen was associated with both types of complexes. From 21 to 62% of replicating DNA in 100S complexes was bound to T antigen. Our estimates indicated, however, that more than three-fourths of the DNA molecules in 100S complexes were nonreplicating and unassociated with T antigen. In 70S complexes, 12 to 31% of pulse-labeled DNA was bound to T antigen, but because there were more DNA molecules in the 70S complexes, they contained a greater absolute amount of T antigen.